ECTN LABEL COMMITTEE REPORT FOR GA ON October 3, 2020

ECTN LC worked in the composition of Chair Pavel Drašar, University of Chemistry and Technology Prague, Czech Republic, Vice Chair Martino Di Serio, University of Napoli Federico II, Italy, Secretary for Internal Matters, Janusz Ryczkowski, Marie Curie-Sklodowska University Lublin, Poland, Secretary for External Matters, Gergely Toth, Eötvös Loránd University Budapest, Hungary.

Since the Krakow meeting (April 13, 2019) the ECTN Label Committee communicated electronically and

1/ agreed on the suggestion to GA to award the EuroLabels.
   a/ EBR, EMR, EDR, EB, EM to Cracow University   6/8 2019
   b/ EM, ED to TU Gdaňsk                           10/12 2019
   c/ EBR, EBR to FHS Idstein                      28/5 2020
   d/ EBR, EMR to University of Debrecen           28/5 2020
   e/ EBR to University of Navarra                 5/6 2020
   f/ EBR to University of Aveiro                  14/2 2020
   where the certificate was not sent as UoA did not pay the ECTN membership fee

2/ there were sent the contracts and after their signatures also the invoices
   a/ EBR to University of Zurich
   b/ EBR, EMR to University of Wroclaw
   c/ EBR, EMR to University of Ljubljana
   d/ EBA, EMA to University of Warszawa
   none of the invoices were paid.

3/ Label Committee now evaluates the situation of new or changed programs applications when for any “emergency” extraordinary situation, when the site visit will not be technically possible.

4/ LC secretary continuously reminds the universities with expired labels their possible reapplication.

5/ LC organized expert coaching on September 19, 2019 in St. Petersburg, for Russian accreditation agency AKKORK experts.

6/ On September 17-18, 2019 there were three LC experts (RS, GT, PD) present as experts during the on site accreditation of chemistry programs of St. Petersburg University that was organized by AKKORK.
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LC Chair